The diagrams and instructions in this brochure are for illustration purposes only and are not meant to replace a licensed professional. Any construction or use of the product must be in accordance with all local zoning and/or building codes. The consumer assumes all risks and liability associated with the construction or use of this product. The consumer or contractor should take all necessary steps to ensure the safety of everyone involved in the project, including, but not limited to, wearing the appropriate safety equipment.
IN THE BOX

Parts

x1 C
Center Support Rail
Unless King/Cal King 2 each.

Note: White “Up Arrows” will indicate proper position of components for assembly.

x2 D
Support Slat Packs
6 slats per pack.

x4 E
Lock Pins
All 4 pins shipped installed in the side/end rails.

x2 A
End Rails
Both end rails are identical and may be used on either side of the foundation.

x2 B
Side Rails
Both side rails are identical and may be used on either side of the foundation.

If any hardware appears to be missing, or further assembly direction is needed, reach us at (877) 842-2586 or help@tn.com
ASSEMBLY

1. Align locking blocks in each of the four corners.

2. Insert lock pins into each of the four locking blocks, pushing firmly to ensure proper alignment.
Line up each end of the center rail with the corresponding tapered slide connector and firmly push down into place, making sure the “Up Arrow” faces upward.

Start one end of each support slat pack against the head/foot board, with the hook side facing down to firmly catch the loop material on each side rail clear. Unroll the slat packs towards the center fully extending them.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

I don’t see the included lock pins. Where can I find them?
The lock pins are inserted into the joints to keep them in place during shipping. See the second step of the instructions for more information.

The lock pins barely fit in the holes. What should I do?
The lock pins are tapered and only go into the joint from the top down. If you’re having trouble inserting the lock pins, make sure all the rails are oriented with the arrows pointing up.

What can I put my foundation on?
The foundation is designed to replace a box spring. It’s compatible with most standard bed frames, but should not be used with bunk beds. You can use it directly on the floor.

My foundation is almost set up, but I can’t get the final lock pin into place. What’s the trick?
The lock pins are designed to fit snugly in the joints. If you’re having trouble getting the final lock pin into place, pull out the third lock pin you inserted. Now insert the lock pin you were having trouble placing, and then slide the other lock pin back into place.
For information about this product’s 5-Year warranty and 100-Night Trial, visit: tuftandneedle.com/legal/warranty

Keep These Instructions
Retain these assembly instructions for future use

Questions? We Have Your Back.
Call (877) 842-2586 or email us at support@tn.com